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Abstract

When a cohesive crack propagates within a fibre reinforced composite, the

crack tip will potentially be subjected to complex far-field stress. In quasi-brittle

or ductile materials, the latter may affect the fracture behaviour itself hence pre-

dictions simply using Griffith theory may deviate from experience. In this context,

we investigated the influence of higher order linear elastic fracture mechanics pa-

rameters T and B (translating the nature of far-field stress) on KIC during mode

I crack propagation. Full-field measurements are considered using both Digital

Image Correlation (DIC) and Williams’ series expansion to obtain KIC , T and B.

The objective is to determine KIC by taking into account structural effects with

T and B. Metrological aspects are initially assessed to evaluate the error bars

for the method when considering realistic experimental biases. In particular, the

influence of the projection zone, camera sensor noise and the speckle-like DIC

pattern on the evaluation of KIC , T and B were investigated. Quasi-static loading

fracture experiments in mode I were ultimately performed on epoxy resin (Hex-
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ply®M21) specimens with two different geometries (Tapered Double Cantilever

Beam and triangular). It was shown that non-singular terms strongly depend on

specimen geometry, inducing some structural effects in the vicinity of the crack

tip. The impact of these effects on estimated KIC is ultimately discussed in the

light of the results of the metrological assessment.

Keywords: Williams’ series, Non-singular terms, Digital image correlation,

Critical stress intensity factor, Epoxy resin
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1. Introduction

Organic matrix laminated composites are increasingly used in the aeronautical

field to decrease the weight of structures. These materials might be subjected to

impacts such as bird strikes or hailstones. Damage mechanisms may arise such as

matrix cracking or delamination. Delamination involves the significant decohe-

sion of the inter-laminar environment. During delamination, the matrix (a resin)

can fail due to a cohesive fracture or an adhesive fracture [1]. This study will

focus on cohesive fracture. In this context, the crack propagates into an inter-

laminar layer confined by the fibres leading to constraint effects. Constraint ef-

fects is a generic term suggesting that the stress field surrounding the crack tip

is not fully defined by the usual K-dominant stress field. Indeed, it can be en-

riched/constrained by e.g. the effect of free edges, stiffeners or any other stress

field modifications induced by structural effects. It has been shown in the litera-

ture [2–11] (see below for more details 2) that these constraint effects may change

the fracture response of the material. The critical stress intensity factor for non-

ideal (perfectly brittle) material may depend on the surrounding stress field and

differ from the value determined in standardized experiments. One way to vary

these constraint effects during an experimental campaign is to change the speci-

men geometry.

The consequences of these constraint effects on the fracture response of a

material can be evaluated using different methods according to the literature. Two

types of approach can be used, a macroscopic approach with global measurements

and a microscopic approach with local measurements. One global approach, the

R-curve (or crack growth resistance curve), can be used to study variation in crack
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growth resistance GR or the stress intensity factor KI or the energy release rate G

versus crack extension a. A series of authors [12–14] observed that the latter is in-

fluenced by the geometry of the specimen. However, although geometrical effects

have been highlighted, the dependence of the stress fields on the specimens con-

sidered leading to different values of KIC or GIC has not been taking into account.

Based on these observations, a more descriptive approach can be used con-

sidering stress field criteria e.g. based on KI , T and B. T or T − stress (first

non-singular term) and B or B−stress (second non-singular term) are the higher

order terms in the Williams’ series. The Williams’ expansion involves a series of

analytical solutions for the displacement, strain and stress fields near the crack tip

for a 2D elastic body with a semi-infinite straight crack [15]. These non-singular

terms can be used to determine the constraint effects and their influence on KIC

[2–11]. Some of these authors have used numerical simulation configured with

the experimental fracture load to obtain KIC , T and B and to determine a re-

lationship between KIC and the non-singular terms (more details in section 2)

[2, 7, 9–11, 16]. However, all of the above approaches require numerical or semi-

analytical complements as well as global measurements, which are potentially

biased due to the consideration of ideal loading conditions.

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) offers a very promising method for the ac-

curate identification of T and B as the basis for a microscopic approach. Indeed,

full-field imaging techniques are more commonly used because they can capture

the full complexity of the displacement field around the crack [17–22]. Subset-

based DIC [23, 24] or FE-based DIC are the most common [25, 26] strategies.

Williams’ series can be used with displacement fields obtained from DIC to iden-
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tify the apparent position of the elastic crack tip [18, 19], with sub-pixel precision,

but also KIC and higher order terms, such as T or B [19, 20, 22, 27, 28].

In this paper, the aim is to determine KIC while considering structural ef-

fects. More specifically, the paper focuses on the systematic relationship between

structural or geometrical effects and non-singular terms T and B as well as KIC .

Full-field imaging techniques based on DIC, associated with the Williams’ series

expansion are used to investigate the aforementioned effects. Crack initiation is

beyond the scope of this study, only crack propagation is considered.

The paper is divided into three parts. The first part considers the literature

and some analytical developments to illustrate the influence of the non-singular

term on KIC . The second part presents the numerical method used to determine

KIC , T and B by projecting the displacement fields obtained from DIC onto the

Williams’ series. Metrological aspects of synthetic data are analyzed (artificially

deformed images). Close attention is paid to the robustness of the identification

of Williams’ series terms with respect to camera noise, the projection zone and

speckle pattern variation. The third part describes quasi-static mode I fracture ex-

periments on Hexply®M21 epoxy resin with two specific geometries (TDCB and

triangular, see 8 for details) and the analysis of variations in KI , T and B during

crack propagation. Finally, considering that the Griffith criterion still holds in the

presence of strong constraint effects, i.e. that the crack propagates at GI = GIC ,

the equivalence between GIC and KIC , e.g. corresponding to Irwin’s relationship

(GIC =
K2

IC

E
) also remains valid. On this basis, in this paper, the crack is assumed

to propagate at KI = KIC which allows a parametric relationship to be deter-
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mined between KIC , T and B.

2. Non-singular terms and constraint effects

The non-singular terms T and B will be used in this paper to describe the con-

straint effects. The stress equation obtained from the Williams’ series (equation

1) taking into account higher order terms T and B is considered to reflect their in-

fluence on KIC . Indeed, modifying the geometry of the specimen will modify the

stress field around the crack tip, changing the values of T and B for a given value

of KI . According to equation 1, the contribution of KI , T and B respectively to

the stress field, scales to r−1/2, r0 and r1/2 respectively, which means that near the

crack tip, e.g. r ≈ 10 µm, KI is dominant compared to T and B. However, from a

specific distance to the crack tip, r ≈ 100 µm for example, the contribution of KI

may decrease while that of the non-singular terms can increase. This illustrates

the role of far-field stress T and B.

Kumar et al. determined the degree of KI dominance for different specimens

[9]. For a Single Edge Notch Tension (SENT) specimen (C > 1.5 mm−1 in Figure

2b), the authors showed that for r > 150 µm, the non-singular terms contribute

more than 10 %. These terms naturally reflect the main characteristics of the far-

field stress induced by various specimen geometries; T describes the effect of a

homogeneous stress parallel to the crack direction, while B describes the presence

of an opening stress field modifying the crack opening profile. Both the intensity

of the stress field and field variation around the crack tip are affected by these

terms. Bouledroua et al. showed that the plastic area is oriented in the same
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direction as crack extension for T > 0 and in the opposite direction for T < 0 [4].

This remark is illustrated in Figure 1. Indeed, the shape and values of the stress

fields differ according to the values of T and B. In Figure 1b, the iso-contour

of the Von Mises stress oriented in the opposite direction to the crack extension

while it is oriented in the same direction as crack extension in Figures 1c to 1e.

In these Figures, three values of B are considered, which modify the values of the

stress fields with almost the same shape as the iso-contour of the Von Mises stress.
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1
4
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2
)− sin( θ

2
)]− 3

4
B
√
r√

2π
[sin(3θ

2
) + sin( θ

2
)]


(1)

In terms of crack behaviour, Cotterell explained that B controls the stability

of crack propagation (i.e. if the crack propagates in a stable or unstable manner)

and T controls the stability of the direction of cracking [6]. Other authors have

shown that crack orientation may depend on T [2–8, 29] under mode I loading.

Other authors have studied the influence of T and B on KIC . Chao et al. de-

termined KIC for PMMA specimens using a numerical procedure and the fracture

load following ASTM E399-92 guidelines [10, 11, 30]. By defining two criteria,

they identified the two non-singular terms T and B. They then showed a decrease

in KIC with B and an increase in KIC with T . A similar approach was also used

by Kumar et al. on PMMA specimens [9]. The critical energy release rate GIC

was evaluated using a finite element model and the measured fracture load. Then,

KIC was obtained using a classical formulation assuming pure plain strain mode
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Figure 1: Analytical Von Mises stress field (from equation 1) for different values of KI , T and B

: Influence of T and B on the stress field
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I opening i.e. GIC = KIC(1−ν2)
E

. They showed that KIC depends on the geometry

of the specimen under consideration.

However, as the physical implications of the higher orders T and B are dif-

ficult to understand, some authors favored the biaxiality ratio, Bax, instead of T

and a C coefficient instead of B. Bax is defined, in mode I , as follows:

Bax =
T
√
πa

KI

(2)

where a is the crack length. Using this definition, Bax is the biaxiality coeffi-

cient or stress biaxiality ratio at infinity, i.e. ratio of the stress in the x direction

to the stress in the y direction at infinity. Using this framework, Ayatollahi et al.

and Razavi et al. [2, 7] highlighted an increase in the biaxiality ratio when the

crack deviates whereas it remains constant if the crack remains on the original

crack path. These authors also showed that the ratio depends on the specimen

considered and KIC (considered as apparent in their works) decreases with re-

spect to Bax for PMMA (see Figure 2a). This trend differs from the one identified

by Chao et al. although they studied the same material [2, 10]. As an alternative

to B, Kumar et al. considered C = 3B
KI

that can be considered as the slope of the

non-singular opening profile at the crack tip. They showed that KIC decreases

with respect to C (see Figure 2b) [9].

In the light of the literature, the Critical Stress Intensity Factor (CSIF) can-

not be considered as a constant, as it depends on the stress field, at least in some

materials. Nominal CSIF noted Kn
IC can nevertheless still be defined as the CSIF

obtained from fracture experiments where higher order terms T and B vanish, e.g.
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using the gold standard Compact Tension (CT) specimen. According to the litera-

ture, global measurements can be used to determine KIC , T and B. Nevertheless,

there is still no agreement in the literature with respect to the actual relationship

between KIC and T or B. In this paper, full-field imaging techniques based on

DIC and Williams’ series are considered in order to quantitatively study the po-

tential relationship between structural/geometrical effects, non-singular terms and

KIC . Moreover, to the authors’ knowledge, no metrological procedure has been

proposed to assess the robustness of the determination of the parameters KI , T

and B. Another potential advantage of this approach arises when considering

dynamic loading. Indeed, it can prove difficult and inaccurate to measure loads,

potentially leading to an incorrect evaluation of KIC when using global measure-

ments.

3. Numerical Methods

In the following paragraphs, an approach based on DIC and Williams’ series is

proposed to determine the stress intensity factor KI and the non-singular terms, T

and B. DIC is used to measure the displacement fields. This study uses UFreckles

code [31]. A global approach based on finite element shape functions is used. The

displacement fields from DIC are projected onto the Williams’ series using a least

squares approach to determine KI , T and B (equations 6, 7 and 8). In a homoge-

neous semi-infinite elastic isotropic media, a (complex) displacement field uw can

be broken down using the Williams’ series as follows [19]:
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uw =
∑

j=I,II

nM∑
n=nm

anj ϕ
n
j (z) (3)

where anj are real coefficients and ϕn
j are complex functions. nm and nM define

the truncation of the Williams’ series. j corresponds to the fracture modes in

the plane in mode I or mode II . This truncation is classically defined between

nm = −3 and nM = 7 which means there are eleven terms for each fracture mode

[19]. And so, the truncation of the Williams’ series is considered with twenty-two

terms. When n < 0, the terms are said to be super-singular while the terms n > 1

are said to be non-singular. The elementary functions of the Williams’ series in

mode I and mode II are written as follows:

ϕn
I (r, θ) = rn/2(κeinθ/2 − n

2
ei(4−n)θ/2 + (

n

2
+ (−1)ne−inθ/2)) (4)

ϕn
II(r, θ) = rn/2(κeinθ/2 +

n

2
ei(4−n)θ/2 − (

n

2
− (−1)ne−inθ/2)) (5)

where i is a pure imaginary number, r the distance to the crack tip, and θ the

angle with respect to the local reference frame aligned with the crack. κ is the

Kolossov’s constant, κ = (3−ν)/(1+ν) in plane stress and κ = (3−4ν) in plane

strain, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Note that rigid body motion i.e. translation and

rotation, are included in the Williams’ series. Rigid translation correspond to the

n = 0 and the rigid rotation is described by the n = 2 term for mode II [19]. The

projection of the displacement fields from DIC onto the Williams’ series using a

least squares approach involves minimizing the discrepancy ||LA − U ||2 where

U is the displacement field from the DIC, A the Williams’ series terms and L the
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L=


1 ϕ1

I1
. . . ϕn

II1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

1 ϕ1
Im

. . . ϕn
IIm

 U=



ux1

...

uxm

uy1

...

uym


A=



a0
...

am

b0
...

bm


Table 1: L,U , and A

projection basis with the elementary functions of the Williams’ series (see table

1). This minimization leads to the use of pseudo inverse matrix of L : (LTL)−1LT

to compute A as (LTL)−1LT U .

In mode I , the stress intensity factor KI , the first non-singular term T and the

second non-singular term B are defined as :

KI =
E

1 + ν

√
2πa1I (6)

T =
4E

1 + ν
a2I (7)

B =
E

1 + ν

√
2πa3I (8)

where E is the Young’s modulus. The position of the equivalent elastic crack tip

is evaluated by manually defining the crack path and then using the first super-

singular term n = −1 and the singular term n = 1 to iteratively correct an initial

estimate as proposed by Hamam et al. [32]. This correction d relates to the ratio

of a−1
I to a1I :
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d =
−2a−1

I

a1I
. (9)

After convergence, when the amplitude of d is lower than 1 pixel [18, 19,

33, 34], the description obtained with the Williams’ expansion best matches with

the measured displacement field. As explained by [19] and [35], a lower radius

Rmin and an upper radius Rmax must be chosen to define the projection zone. The

lower radius is defined to limit the influence of non-linear phenomena near the

crack tip and the three-dimensional effects [35]. The upper radius Rmax is defined

to delimit the projection zone.

4. Metrological assessment of the method

Metrological aspects were analyzed to determine the influence of the defini-

tion of the projection zone on the estimated values of KI , T , B and on the crack

tip position (noted a) taking into account any potential experimental biases. Con-

sidering that the specimen was meticulously machined and adjusted, the impact

of potential slight out-of plane motions during loading on measurement biases

has been considered as negligible for our purpose. Using equation 3 and some

reference parameters (see 2), a true experimental image of a speckle pattern was

synthetically deformed using an in-house code. Table 2 shows the values of Kref
I ,

T ref , Bref and aref used to generate the analytical displacement. These values

were chosen in agreement with Tapered Double Cantilever Beam (TDCB) refer-

ence data found in the literature [1, 10, 36] for the material under consideration.

Figures 3a and 3b show the displacement fields used to deform the images. Ux and

Uy are displacement field components along the x and y directions respectively.
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Kref
I T ref Bref aref (x ; y)

1 MPa m
1
2 2 MPa −20 MPa m− 1

2 (512.5; 200) pixels

Table 2: Williams’ coefficients defining the analytical displacement fields

(a) Ux displacement field (pixel) (b) Uy displacement field (pixel)

Figure 3: Analytical displacement field (pixel)

The image was registered using a structured mesh of quadrangular 5 pixels

elements using bilinear shape functions. Tikhonov regularization with a cut-off

wavelength of 3 elements was considered to filter out spatial noise [37] (see Ta-

ble 3). The displacement fields obtained with DIC are shown in Figure 4. The

latter naturally contains biases from the low-pass filtering of the DIC mesh, DIC

convergence, DIC regularization, DIC interpolation and realistic speckle pattern

distribution.

DIC displacement fields were projected onto the Williams’ series using a least

squares approach to identify the different terms KI , T , B and a. Several projection

zones, defined by Rmin and Rmax, ranging from 0.05 mm to 1 mm and From 2

mm to 13 mm respectively, were considered to evaluate the influence of these

parameters. The projection zone is illustrated in Figure 5. The projection zone

on the picture is around the crack tip (defined at the center of the image based
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DIC

Image resolution (pixel) 1024 × 400

Type tiff 8 bits

Pixel size 68 µm

Mesh type Structured quadrangular

Shape functions bilinear

Element size 5 pixels

Tikhonov regularization 3 elements

Table 3: DIC parameters

(a) Ux displacement field (pixel) (b) Uy displacement field (pixel)

Figure 4: Displacement fields from DIC (quadrangle mesh)
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Figure 5: Example of a projection zone for Rmin = 1 mm and Rmax = 7 mm

on the considered analytical displacement fields see Figure 3b). Elements nearer

than Rmin to the crack are not taken into account. Considering the chosen DIC

parameters, for Rmin lower than 0.4 mm there is no exclusion zone at the crack

tip. The maximum value for Rmax is limited by the image size. The number of

data points depends on the values of Rmin and Rmax. For example, 1402 nodes

were considered with Rmin = 1 mm and Rmax = 7 mm.

The absolute error between target values (see Table 2), noted ref , and the value

obtained using DIC, noted o, for KI , T , B and a was evaluated using the following

equations for all projection zones.

ϵKI
= |Kref

I −Ko
I | (10)

ϵT = |T ref − T o| (11)

ϵB = |Bref −Bo| (12)
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ϵa = |aref − ao| (13)

Firstly, to establish a baseline, the absolute error of each term was evaluated

for a noise-free scenario. Figure 6a shows how ϵKI
varies as a function of Rmin

and Rmax. For small values of Rmax, ϵKI
increases with respect to Rmin. This is

due to the smaller number of nodes (data points) in the projection zone. For high

values of Rmax, ϵKI
decreases with respect to Rmin. Then, ϵKI

decreases with

increasing Rmax. This is due to the greater number of nodes taken into account.

To summarize, ϵKI
is less than 0.03 MPa m

1
2 for Rmax > 6 mm independently of

Rmin. Figure 6b shows how ϵT varies as a function of Rmin and Rmax. Indeed,

at first, for low values of Rmax < 6 mm, ϵT is higher than 0.5 MPa while for

Rmax > 6 mm, ϵT decreases with Rmin. Overall, an increase in Rmax allows

ϵT to decrease. Figure 6c then shows how ϵB varies as a function of Rmin and

Rmax. It is typically greater than 4 MPa m− 1
2 . ϵB is observed to decrease with the

increase in Rmax. The influence of Rmin is limited. Finally, Figure 6d shows how

ϵa varies as a function of Rmin and Rmax. It is less than 0.4 mm. ϵa decreases

slightly as Rmin increases. ϵa increases slightly as Rmax increases. If signed

errors are considered (without absolute values), the results are positive for KI , B

and a, i.e. the estimates systematically underestimate the actual values. For T ,

the target value is underestimated when Rmin < 0.5 mm and overestimated when

Rmin > 0.4 mm.

Camera sensor noise was then added to the images to better mimic experi-

mental conditions. Zero-mean, spatially uncorrelated Gaussian noise is consid-

ered. Standard deviation varies with grey level amplitude in agreement with ex-

perimental observations (signal-dependent or heteroscedastic noise) from 0.2% to
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(a) pattern 1 (b) pattern 2

(c) pattern 3 (d) pattern 4

(e) pattern 5

Figure 7: The 5 speckle patterns considered for the metrological assessment

1.4% of the dynamic spectrum. This noise model was calibrated as follows: noise

level was determined from a series of experimental images at rest, by considering

standard deviation for each pixel intensity level over time. 11 copies of random

noise with a Gaussian distribution and signal-dependent amplitude were created.

This noise was added to the reference as well as to the synthetically deformed

image. This procedure was run on 5 speckle patterns to take into account pattern-

induced biases (see Figure 7). Ultimately, LEFM parameters (KI , T , B and a with

noise for all images denoted Kn
I , T n, Bn and an) were obtained using a similar

approach.

For each term, the mean value and standard deviation of Kn
I , T n, Bn and an

for the 50 deformed images were considered for the following purpose. The pro-

jection zones coincide with those considered in the previous section. The absolute

error for each of the Williams’ series terms and the crack tip position was deter-
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mined. The values were found to be slightly higher than in the previous cases. In

addition to absolute errors, the standard deviation (noted σKn
I

, σTn , σBn and σan)

for each of the Williams’ series terms was calculated for all projection zones in

order to evaluate measurement uncertainties.

Figures 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d show standard deviation for KI , T , B and a for

all noise scenarios studied (including 5 different speckle patterns). Similar trends

can be seen for these three figures: increasing Rmax with decreasing σKn
I

, σTn ,

σBn and σan and limited influence for Rmin. However, the values differ accord-

ing to the term considered. In Figure 8a, σKn
I
< 0.01 MPa m

1
2 for Rmax > 7

mm independently of Rmin. In Figure 8b, σTn < 0.06 MPa for Rmax > 8 mm

independently of Rmin. In Figure 8c, σBn < 0.6 MPa m− 1
2 for Rmax > 8 mm in-

dependently of Rmin. Lastly, in Figure 8d, σan < 50 µm (< 1 pixel) for Rmax > 5

mm independently of Rmin.

The results for the noise-free scenario show that Rmax can have a significant

influence, potentially leading to large standard deviation, especially if Rmax < 5

mm (σTn > 5 MPa and σBn > 2 MPa m− 1
2 ). A reasonable compromise seems to

exist considering Rmax > 6 mm (88 pixels) independently of Rmin.

To conclude, the impact of the realistic camera noise and the different speckle

patterns on identification seems negligible when considering a sufficiently high

value of Rmax. Indeed, absolute variation and standard deviation, for KI for ex-

ample, from noise-free to a noisy analysis, remain below 0.03 MPa m
1
2 and 0.01

MPa m
1
2 respectively for Rmax > 6, highlighting the robustness of the proposed

method. Considering Figure 8, Rmin = 1 mm and Rmax = 7 mm will be used

in the following experimental application. Absolute error and standard deviation

data for this projection zone are summarized in Table 4. Figure 19 summarizes
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Figure 8: Variation in the standard deviation for the Williams’ series terms with respect to Rmin

and Rmax for the 50 noisy images considered (including 5 different speckle patterns): (a) variation

in σKn
I

, (b) σTn , (c) σBn and (d) σan .
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KI T B a

Absolute error 0.024 MPa m
1
2 0.18 MPa 6.9 MPa m− 1

2 140 µm

Standard deviation 0.011 MPa m
1
2 0.077 MPa 0.82 MPa m− 1

2 43 µm

Table 4: Evaluated mean errors and uncertainties for Rmax = 7 mm and Rmin = 1 mm

the different stages of the metrological assessment of the method. Absolute error

for a indicates that the evaluation of the crack tip position is reliable to within 140

µm with uncertainty of around 43 µm. This value shows that the crack tip position

is reliable for long crack propagation, unlike short crack propagation, where the

crack propagation rate can be too slow compared to uncertainty.

5. Experimental set-up

An experimental investigation was carried out using the methodology de-

scribed in Section 4, on an epoxy resin specimen with two geometries known for

inducing different levels of far-field stress. The Hexply®M21 epoxy resin consid-

ered was reinforced with thermoplastic nodules to improve its material properties

as KIC , creating a non-homogeneous material (as shown in Figure 9). According

to the literature [1, 36], the elastic properties of the epoxy resin are E = 3.1 GPa

and ν = 0.35.

Two specimen geometries (defined in section 8 of the appendix and in Figures

10a and 10b) will be studied in the sequel: a TDCB type geometry known to lead

to stable crack propagation [17, 38], and a triangular geometry to induce a dif-

ferent stress field [39], especially a higher magnitude B. A specific protocol was

developed to pre-crack all specimens with high repeatability levels. Millimetric

pre-cracks were initiated using a cutter blade fixed to the upper holder of an elec-
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Figure 9: Picture of the thermoplastic nodules included in the Hexply®M21 epoxy resin (500 µm

on the scale)

tromechanical tensile test machine, with the specimen secured to the lower holder,

by systematically punching the blade into the specimen at a speed of 3.3 × 10−6

m.s−1.

Regarding the fracture experiments, a servo-hydraulic testing device was used

at a constant crosshead speed of 10−4 m.s−1. The specimen was mounted us-

ing adjusted pins (see Figure 11). The load was measured using a 60 kN piezo-

electric load cell while the slider displacement was monitored using an optical

displacement sensor. Finally, images of the deforming specimen were captured

by a high-speed camera. The high-speed camera was used to better record the

unwanted stick-slip phenomena systematically arising during tests (see figure 14

and discussion for more details). A uniform black background layer and a white

speckle-like pattern were sprayed on the specimen surface for the purpose of DIC.

The field of view captured all crack propagation during the experiments. Imaging

and camera parameters are summarized in Table 5. The image size is 1024 ×
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Sample geometries considered in this study : (a) TDCB specimen, and (b) triangular

specimen

Figure 11: Experimental set-up
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(a) Uy displacement obtained using DIC (mm) (b) Uy displacement field obtained using the Williams’

series (mm)

Figure 12: Illustration of the displacement field obtained using DIC and its projection zone onto

the Williams’ series [31]

400 pixels for TDCB specimens and 768 × 304 pixels for triangular specimens

(which are smaller). With these sizes, the frame rate can be increased for triangu-

lar specimen experiments while keeping the same physical pixel size. The pixel

size considered was equal to 68 µm for all tests. Figures 12a and 12b give an

example of the Uy displacement field and its projection onto the Williams’ series

respectively.

6. Results and Discussion

Figure 13a and 13b show post-mortem pictures of the fractured specimens.

The crack path for the TDCB specimen remains perfectly straight while, with the

triangular specimen, the crack deviates when approaching the edges of the speci-

men. A similar response can be observed in other studies [2, 39]. The methodol-

ogy described earlier was used to determine KI , T and B for each specimen. KI ,

T and B are shown in Figures 14, 16a and 16b.

Figure 14 shows variation in KI with respect to the normalized crack prop-
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Imaging parameters TDCB specimen Triangular specimen

Camera Phantom v2640

Image resolution (pixel) 1024 × 400 768 × 304

Dynamic range, image 8 bits

Frame rate 1000 Hz 2000 Hz

Lens Focal 105 mm Macro Nikkor

Aperture f/8

Field of view 69.6 mm × 27.2 mm 52.2 mm × 20.7 mm

Pixel size 68 µm

Stand-off distance 70 cm

Patterning technique black and white paint

Table 5: Imaging and camera parameters

DIC software Ufreckles

Shape functions Linear unstructured triangular elements

Element size 5 pixels

Regularization U: Tikhonov regularization over 3 elements

Rmin of the projection zone 1mm

Rmax of the projection zone 7mm

Table 6: DIC parameters
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Post-mortem picture of the specimen : a) TDCB specimen, and b) triangular specimen.

agation distance. The latter is defined by the ratio at
w

, i.e. the ratio between the

distance along the horizontal axis from the crack tip to the center of the pins and

the distance along the horizontal axis between the center of the pins and the left

end of the specimen. Similar normalization can be found in [5]. More details are

provided in Table 7 and in Figure 22 of the appendix section.

Two principal trends can be observed: intermittent behaviour is clearly ap-

parent in Figure 14. Indeed, for both specimen geometries, crack propagation

is periodically interrupted by dynamic unstable jumps (of about 7 mm for the

TDCB specimen and 2.5 mm for the triangular specimen). Dynamic jumps are

not visible when the crack propagates at about 100 m.s−1 due to the temporal res-

olution used [40]. Such a phenomenon has already been observed and discussed

e.g. for PMMA, by some authors [41–44]. It is usually named stick-slip in refer-

ence to adhesive behaviour or intermittent/avalanche propagation. However, this

phenomenon is still poorly understood and seems to relate to some sort of thermo-
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viscoelastic effect [42] inducing a domain of unwanted crack velocities [40]. In-

terestingly, while PMMA and the Hexply®M21 epoxy resin have almost similar

elastic properties (E = 3.5 GPa, ν = 0.3), contrary to PMMA, no loading con-

dition eliminating such unstable behaviour has been identified ; neither extremely

low loading rates (down to 0.01 mm.min−1 - not shown here), nor low tempera-

tures (down to −3◦ C - even if the amplitude of the instabilities is decreased - not

shown here), are compatible with non-intermittent, but fully dynamic propagating

cracks, only high-rate loading (i.e. beyond the stable domain - not shown here) is

compatible. The fact that triangular geometry mitigates the phenomenon implies

that the local stress state in the vicinity of the crack tip (modified by structural

effects) may play a significant role, but a thorough investigation of stick-slip phe-

nomenon is out of the scope of this study.

Putting on a side value at initiation (i.e. near the laser cut notch - see at
w
≈ 0.1)

and zooming in on quasi-static stable phases, KI systematically increases from

around 0.8 to 1.2 MPa m
1
2 (see Figure 14) when it stabilizes. KI then systemat-

ically jumps back to a lower value during the dynamic propagation phase. Such

a trend for KI , within stable propagation phases, may be associated with a reoc-

curring initiation process before reaching Griffith regime [15, 45, 46] and a new

dynamic phase.

When exclusively considering quasi-static propagation phases in Figure 14

(i.e. when the crack propagates at a slow cracking rate), only certain values of KI

are taken into account before each dynamic propagation phase (see the gray cor-

ridor in Figure 14). Standard deviation, σKn
I

, obtained in metrological section 4
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Figure 14: KI as a function of the normalized crack propagation distance

(see Table 4) was chosen as a metric to select the points in a ”stable” propagation

regime prior to the start of dynamic instability. From the unstable phase, the set of

data points considered expanded until reaching a standard deviation of two σKn
I

(see 4). The reduced set of KI data is presented with respect to the normalized

crack propagation distance in Figure 15. For the TDCB specimen, the values of

KI for each quasi-static propagation phase and for each experiment are very sim-

ilar with a mean KI = 1.06 MPa m
1
2 . A similar trend is apparent for triangular

specimens (mean value of 1.03 MPa m
1
2 ) although a slight decrease appears when

approaching the right edge of the specimen (at
w

> 0.7). Even if stress intensity

factors are globally similar, variations exceed estimated metrological uncertain-

ties from the start (at
w
≈ 0.35) to the end of propagation (at

w
> 0.75).

For a more in-depth analysis of such variations, let us now discuss how T and

B vary with respect to the propagation distance for the two geometries consid-

ered. The same data set reduced to a stable propagation regime is considered.

Figure 16a shows variation in T with respect to the normalized crack propaga-

tion distance. Two global trends are apparent. For TDCB specimens, T varies

between 0.85 and 3.5 MPa with a mean value of 2 MPa. For triangular specimens,
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Figure 15: KI as a function of the normalized crack propagation distance

T increases during crack propagation. It is lower at the start of crack propagation,

when T is negative, and progressively increases, reaching 5 MPa by the end of

propagation.

With TDCB specimens, according to the literature, this specimen allows for

stable crack propagation [17, 38]. T values are positive but remain low (compared

to the strength of the material) which ensures a stable crack propagation direction.

With triangular specimens, T is observed to increase, causing the crack to rotate

at the end of propagation, as is apparent in our scenario (see Figure 13). In the

literature, several authors have shown that crack direction is impacted by T [2,

4, 7, 8, 47]. In particular Meliani et al. explained that a negative T stabilizes

the crack path whereas a positive T can lead to crack bifurcations, which indeed

occurs with the triangular specimens [47].

Figure 16b shows how B varies with respect to normalized crack propagation

distance. As for T , two global trends can be observed for B depending on the

specimen geometry. For the TDCB specimens, the values remain close to −9
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T and (b) B
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MPa m− 1
2 up to a normalized crack propagation distance of 0.6. At the end of

crack propagation, B decreases to −70 MPa m− 1
2 . For the triangular specimens,

B decreases more significantly and abruptly. B starts at −10 MPa m− 1
2 and drops

down to −115 MPa m− 1
2 . In contrast to the TDCB specimen, B decreases from

the very start of propagation. The geometry-dependent stress field is clearly ap-

parent for the T and B parameters.

Let us now discuss variation in KIC with respect to T and B to better under-

stand the link between far-field stress and actual KIC . Just like in the aforemen-

tioned literature, we started with a mono-parametric approach. Figures 17a and

17b show the data. Unlike previous authors, who only focused on one type of data

per experiment, the proposed method is compatible with a significant amount of

data per experiment. In both cases, linear regression and experimental uncertain-

ties (see red line and error bars respectively) were added in order to discuss the

relevance (compared to estimated metrological uncertainties) of the variation in

KIC with respect to T and B. Uncertainty zones cover ± estimated metrological

standard deviation for KI , T and B (0.011 MPa m
1
2 , 0.077 MPa, 0.82 MPa m− 1

2 -

see Table 4).

Regarding the relationship KIC vs T (see Figure 17a) the linear regression

highlights a slight decrease in KIC with respect to T . The linear regression equa-

tion and its reduced chi-squared value, χ2
r (i.e. the ratio between the deviation

from the model and estimated measurement uncertainties), have also been added

to the figure. The identified slope is shallow, about −6.80±0.8 × 10−3 m
1
2 with

variation in KIC , over the range studied, reaching only 0.05 MPa m
1
2 . It is nev-
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ertheless about 5 times the estimated metrological uncertainty and the 95% confi-

dence interval for the slope is around 12 %. χ2
r = 11.29 >> 1 indicating that the

actual dispersal around the linear regression line is much greater than estimated

metrological uncertainty, hence (1) either a linear model is an oversimplification

or (2) the uncertainties were underestimated. Regarding the last point some ele-

ments potential out-of-plane motions and or Poisson’s effect, light variation) and

the metrological analysis was carried out using a linear analytical solution for the

displacement field whereas, in practice, behaviour may be non-linear near and

around the crack tip. Secondly, the solution proposed for filtering out the im-

pact of reoccurring stick-slip phenomena is not systematically fully efficient in

terms of eliminating the consequences of dynamic instability. Indeed, although

the KIC values shown only encompass the stable toughness domain before reoc-

curring dynamic instabilities, it is not yet clear how much the values are affected

by this phenomenon. Instability may be the most probable source of the appar-

ent scattering, however it could not have caused the observed slope. In Figure

17b, B varies from −120 to 10 MPa m− 1
2 . Here, a slight increase inf KIC can

be observed with respect to B. The slope is 0.26±0.04 × 10−3 m with about 0.06

MPa m
1
2 variation in KIC . Again, these values are small but, as is the case for

T , remain about 6 times higher than estimated metrological uncertainty. The 95%

confidence interval for the slope is around 15%, which is worse than previously.

As for T , χ2
r = 11.40 >> 1 leading to similar conclusions.

In the light of figures 17a and 17b, we can tenuously conclude that T and

B impact KIC in Hexply®M21 epoxy resin over the range investigated. How-

ever, from a statistical point-of-view, the exact nature of the relationship cannot
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be established. Besides, T and B vary simultaneously for both experiments. If

we uncouple their contributions, by analyzing KIC in T vs B space, both poten-

tially appear as crack tip loading parameters, which is more relevant. This effect

is shown in Figure 18. A bi-linear regression is applied. The equation has been

added to the figure caption. On this basis, the relationship between KIC and T

or B can be determined separately. While global trends are similar, i.e. a slight

negative , respectively positive slope of KIC as a function of T , respectively B,

identified values are smaller. Especially, the linear dependency with respect to B

is divided by 2. These results show that the bi-linear relationship confirms the

previous mono-parametric approach to determine KIC .

The bi-linear approximation:

KIC = −4.84±0.6 × 10−3 T + 0.12±0.02 × 10−3 B + 1.07±0.00 (14)

seems nevertheless a more relevant fit of the experimental dataset considering

implicit couplings between B and T that a 2D fit can not properly capture. Con-

sidering for example SENT configuration presented in Figure 2b where B ≈ 300

MPa m− 1
2 , it would induce more than 4 % variation in KIC from its nominal value.

The latter can be approached when B and T are null. Referring to Figure 17a, 17b

or 18, the y-intercept remains highly consistent, Kn
IC ≈ 1.07 MPa m

1
2 . As for

previous linear regressions for T and B, χ2
r = 11.26 >> 1 leading to similar

conclusions regarding the exact nature of the dependence.
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Outstanding issue. The following model should nevertheless be interpreted with

caution. Indeed, as it has been previously explained, a choice has been made

when defining the relevant KI values for the determination of KIC . So far, stable

and pre-dynamic instability values have been considered as relevant. However,

the literature does not agree on the propagation phase to consider, for determin-

ing KIC , in presence of stick-slip instabilities. Some authors have discussed both

cases, using pre- (initiation) and post-dynamic (arrest values) instability values

for determining KIC or GIC [48–50]. In composite materials, Daghia et al. have

highlighted that the values of GIC obtained from each load peaks are greater than

the values obtained by considering the dissipated energy during the load drops

[51]. Lastly, Bandyopadhyay [52] has explained that the value of KI before dy-

namic instability overestimates KIC due to the plastic deformation at the crack tip

leading to crack tip blunting. According to the author, the value of KI for crack ar-

rest is closer to the value of KI for continuous crack propagation. Without a clear

answer regarding the choice of pre- or post-dynamic instability values for KIC

determination, both alternative could eventually be considered. In that context,

Equation 15 presents the bi-linear KIC = f(T,B) relationship obtained when

considering post-dynamic crack propagation phases. In practice, the considered

set of data points starts from the value just after the dynamic crack propagation

and expends until it reaches a standard deviation of twice σKn
I

(see Table 4).

KIC = −1.9±0.6 × 10−3 T + 0.4±0.03 × 10−3 B + 0.93±0.00 (15)

KIC vs T slope is lower than the one obtained previously in equation 14. In

contrast, KIC vs B slope is greater from that observed in equation 15. Neverthe-
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less global trends remain consistent. These results show that when considering

post-dynamic instability values, the dependencies of KIC to B and T are respec-

tively of greater and lower amplitude than the ones observed when considering

pre-instability values. This relation eventually translates a tenuous sensitivity of

KIC to B, and no quantifiable sensitivity to T , at least over the studied load-

ing range. Using this previous equation, the nominal value Kn
IC ≈ 0.93 MPa m

1
2

which is significantly lower than Kn
IC got from equation 14. This result is in agree-

ment with the literature which explained that the arrest KI values are lower than

the initiation ones. For this post-dynamic instability regression, χ2
r = 7.36 >> 1

leading to similar conclusions regarding the exact nature of the dependence. Nev-

ertheless, the value is significantly lower than the one obtained considering pre-

instability values, meaning that there is less dispersion when considering post-

dynamic instability values.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, full-field imaging techniques were used to shed light on the link

between a far-field stress state and KIC in Hexply®M21 epoxy resin as well as,

more generically, between specimen geometry and such far-field stress. Literature

shows the significant effect of B and T on estimated KIC for quasi- brittle ma-

terial (especially PMMA) during quasi-static propagation. Our objective was to

investigate how full-field measurements (using DIC) coupled with Williams’ se-

ries expansion could be used as part of a local identification approach to confirm

or refute such trends in epoxy resin and potentially better predict the fracture re-

sponses of cohesive cracks confined in composite materials. Metrological aspects
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of the method were initially assessed to investigate the influence of analytical and

experimental parameters such as the projection zone, camera sensor noise and

speckle pattern variation. In the noise-free scenario, the most impacting parame-

ter of the proposed methodology was found to be Rmax. If values are too small

(Rmax < 6 mm), significant identification errors arise for KI , T , B and crack tip

position. The influence of Rmin is limited, especially for B. Noise and speckle

variations induce limited uncertainty (< 0.01 MPa m
1
2 ) for KI if Rmax is kept

large enough (Rmax > 6 mm). The proposed method was then applied to Hex-

ply®M21 epoxy resin specimens with two different geometries, TDCB and trian-

gle, known to record T and B space reasonably well while being compatible with

full-field imaging techniques. No quasi-static, room temperature, solution has

been found to eliminate stick-slip-like behaviour (i.e. dynamic instability), unlike

PMMA which has similar elastic properties (not presented in this document). The

microstructure of the material, made of thermoplastic nodules, may influence the

unwanted triggering or initiation of such instability. A solution was ultimately

proposed to discard some data, while only retaining the systematic stable tough-

ness domain before reoccurring dynamic instability for analysis. The influence

of specimen geometry on T and B was clearly demonstrated with an ultimate B

value about 2 times higher (in amplitude) for a triangular specimen than for a

TDCB specimen. T remained stable for the TDCB specimen, at about 2 MPa, and

B only varied slightly, which increased near the edge of the specimen. Triangular

specimens show both a significant increase in T and a significant decrease in B

(down to -115 MPa.m− 1
2 ). Finally, if we consider a bi-linear regression ofKIC

in B vs T space, two trends appear: 1) a slight increase in KIC as a function of

B as well as 2) a slight decrease of KIC as a function of T at least within the B
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vs T loading domain studied. The B trend exceeds estimated experimental un-

certainties, but remains extremely tenuous and should be confirmed by exploring

more values of T and B. However, even if the observed influence of B (possibly

T ) on KIC for the resin remains minor, it is important to take note that numerical

simulations mimicking the confined state of a resin between fibers (not presented

in this document) have given B values of around hundreds MPa m− 1
2 , i.e far be-

yond the B range investigated in the literature (including this work). Considering

such a stress state and according to the dependencies observed in this work, KIC

would vary between 5 % and 20 % from its nominal value (depending on data kept

(pre- or post-dynamic instability) for building the model). If such variations can

be confirmed for large B values, using, for example, double cleavage drilled com-

pression (DCDC) or SENT specimen geometries, the development of extended

fracture criteria depending on e.g. KI and B (eventually T ) may be required. An

additional perspective would be to use such a framework to investigate the influ-

ence of crack propagation rate on KIC for confined cracks in epoxy resins since

the proposed methodology does not require load measurements, which are usually

impossible to accurately record at high speeds.
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8. Appendix

8.1. A

8.2. B

For more information about the different sizes of the specimens considered,

diagrams can be found in Figures 20 and 21.

8.3. C
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Figure 19: Diagram of metrological assessment stages

Normalized crack length TDCB specimen Triangular specimen

a [0 : 63.5] mm [0 : 47.5] mm

a2 36.5− 15 = 21.5 mm 12.5− 7 = 5.5 mm

w 100− 15 = 85 mm 60− 7 = 53 mm

at a+ a2 a+ a2

Na
at
w

at
w

Table 7: Normalized crack length
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Figure 20: Sketch of the TDCB specimen
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Figure 21: Sketch of the triangular specimen. While not required for analysis, take note notice

that the notch radius is less than 0.1 mm
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Figure 22: TDCB specimen with the normalized crack length
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